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The process (X. I), where X is a Markov process and 1 its local time at a regular point h. is 
reversed from the time I first exceeds the level 1, and the resulting process is identified under duality 
hypotheses. The approach exploits recent results in the theory of excursions of dual processes. 
Markov process * time reversal * local time 
Introduction 
In their study of the filtration of B+ L (where B is the Wiener pr jcess and L is 
its local time at 0), Emery and Perkins [2] used the equivalence und “r P” (the law 
of Brownian motion starting at 0) of the processes 
w,(s)=(B(~,-s), L(T,-s)) and W?(s)=(-B(s),t-L(s)) 
for 0 s s s T,. Here 7( = inf{s > 0: L, > t} is the right continuous inverse of L. The 
equivalence, essentially the identification of a certain time-reversed process, was 
derived via a random walk approximation. In Section 1. we use recent results in 
the theory of excursions of dual Markov processes to establish an analogous, more 
general, equivalence involving a pair of dual processes in place of B (which is 
self-dual). In Section 2 we describe the duality relationship between the original 
and lime reversed processes. 
1. The equivalence 
We suppose X and ?? are standard (or more generally, Bore1 right) processes in 
dualit;: (‘Hunt’ duality, see [ 1, Chapter VI]) with respect o the u-finite measure [ 
on their common Lusinian state space (E, a). We distinguish a point b E E which 
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we assume has the following properties: 
b is regular for itself relative to X, 
all excursions of X from {b} begin and end at 6, 
ph(sup(t: x, = 6) = oci) = 1 = ?(sup(t: 2, = b} = co); 
(1.1) 
(I.21 
(I.31 
(1.1) and ( 1.2) will hold for the dual process as well. 
Under ( 1. 1 ), (1.2), X (and X) may be realized as the coordinate process on the 
canonical space R of maps from iR+ into E u A which are right continuous with left 
limits (r.c.!_l.), admit A as a trap, and which leave and hit b continuously, equipped 
with the a-field 
s”=u(f(X,): OSF==,fE b8). 
X and X are distinguished by their laws on 0. A!; usual, 5 \+ill denote the lifetime 
(hitting time of A), 0, the shift operators, k, the killing operators. 
Our approach follows [4, Section 41 and our notation is practically the same. In 
particular, set 
R=inf{r>O:X,_ =b}, G,=sup(s<t:X,=b}, D,=ti-Ro8,, 
M=((f,o): f>O,X,(w)=b}; 
.W, is the set of strictly positive left endpoints of the intervals contigu,,us to M. 
Denote by I the local time at bs. (A single process I on L? serves as local time at b 
for both X and X [4,6].) The process of excursions from h. 
Y,(w)=(~~o~~, j(w) if T! (f&=+wj, 
ZZ A elsewhere. 
(1.4) 
where T is the right continuous inverse of 1, is a Poisson point process under Ph and 
6” with characteristic measure n and ri respectively. 
We need three mappings of :fj into itself, namely p, rP. V given by 
(pd(.s~ =I&+*,)_ \)._ (co) if Oa s < R(o) < cc, 
=;1 otherwise, 
(@w)(s) = XMr,Wtl>,W \) (0) if 0~ G,,(o) c D,,(W) c (x7, 
= X&J) otherwise; 
( 1 .S) 
(1.6) 
W,dW = (Q-‘0)(.7j 1 
X l.r,fw) -\) (4 if s< G4 <w 
if T,(W)< s<m, (1.7) 
J if 7,(w) = u7. 
In uords: p is the operator of reversal at R, @ reverses every excursion of finite 
Icngth away from h, and Yf, reverses the portion of the path prior to 7, and reverses 
each finite excursion from b thereafter. It is proved in [4,6] that @Ph = sh and pn = n^. 
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Our generalization of the Emery-Perkins equivalence is 
Theorem 1.8. Assume (l.l)-( 1.3) hold. Fix ?> 0 and define the processes 
Xl(S) = (X(7, - s)-, Z(T,-s)) and 
&(S)=(X(S),f-d(S)) fOd%SdT,. 
Then xl under Pb and x2 under Bb are equivalent (X,,_ = X0). 
The content of Theorem 1.8 can be expressed in another way by the equality 
!P,Ph = 2 (1.9j 
Theorem 1.8 follows from (1.9) using 
Lemma 1.10. The local time 1 can be chosen to satisfy 
(8 k(R~) = t-~C,,c,,-.&4 for ss T,(W), 
= &) for S’ Tb4, 
(ii) 7,( ly,,) = T~( ~0) 
identically on {q < 00). 
Proof. Use the version of local time constructed in lemma (4.19) of [4] employing 
Maisonneuve’s [5] technique of counting the number N,” of excursions from b 
beginning at a time in (0, u] which leave the hall of radius E centered at b. Fix 
w ~(7, cm}. It is clear that N’, (PI(w)) differs by at most 1 from NL (0) if u > T,(W) 
and from NZ,cw) (wj - Nc~,w-~~) (0 if u s am. Property (i) is derived directly from 
this observation, and (ii) follows from (i). 
Lemma l.lOshows that ~zoW~(s,w)=,~,(s,oj for OSSST~ provided T,(.w)<oc. 
Under (1.3), P”( T, < ~0) = k”( TV < 00) = 1, and therefore xl under Ph, and x2 under 
p,Ph are equivalent as processes on [0, T,]. Applying (1.9), the theorem is proved. 
It remains to verify ( 1.9). 
Lemma 1.11. Let Y be the excursion point process defined in (1.4), clnrrl set 
Y: (0) = Y, ,,(w) if sS f, 
= Y,W if s > t. 
Then, under Ph, Y” is a Poisson poirlt process with charucteristic mracure )I* = n. 
Moreover p Y * = Y 0 !Pt. 
Proof. If B E So satisfies n(B) <CO it is easy to check using properties of Y that, 
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under Ph, 
is a Poisson process with rate n(B). Furthermore, if B,, I??, . . . , B,, are disjoint the 
co! responding processes *N ‘1 are independent. These two facts combined yield the 
first assertion. For the second, observe that both pY* and Y 0 ?P, are point processes 
with domain 
= pYT (to). 
This lemma shows that, under P”, Yo P, has characteristic measure pn = i. Hence 
(1.9) holds on the rr-algebra determined by Y and therefore on P (see [4]). 
2. The duality measure 
The method of Section 1 uses pad;wise time reversal operations which allow us 
to keep track of the local time 1. This is possible on account of the duality between 
,X ;rnd ,< (and the well-understood structure of local time). In this section we 
examine the dual vector processes (X, I) and (2, - f). 
We start by considering processes (X. A) = X, where X is a Markov process and 
A is an additive functional of X. These objects are Markov processes in the sense 
of [ 1, 1.3.11 when the sample space is enlarged to accommodate appropriate shift 
operators. Set $2 = f1 XR and 
Dcfinc shift operxtors by 
\t) th;lt X, 7 H, = X,, ,. With Pi,’ on .9@:niR) given bv P’ X F,. Ivherc I-‘, is unit mass 
at r. 
Our first result concerning these processes is not surprising: 
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Proposition 2.2. If X and _%? are Markov processes in duality relative to the a-finite 
measure 5, and A and i are dual additive functionals of X and 2 respectively, then 
the vector processes (X, A) and (2, -a), are in weak duality relative to 6 x dt, where 
dt stands for Lebesgue measure on I%!. 
Proof. The transition function N,(x, s; dy, dt) for the vector Markov process (X, A) 
is giben by 
NUf(x,sj=EX(f(XU, A,+sjj for f E b(%‘@B(Rjj, u, r>O; 
6,, is defined analogously in terms of g’ and -a. Weak duality relative to 5 X dt 
means that for f, g E (%@93(Rjj’, u > 0, 
I 
Kf(x, s)g(x, s)Wx) d.s = 
I 
fb, dg~h, &W-4 ds. (2.3) 
Showing this is a simple matter using the auxiliaq process Z [7] associated to the 
dual pair X, k We take advantage of the fact [8] that dual additive functionals are 
realized over the auxiliary process by a single homogeneous random measure; for 
the pair A, A we shall let A denote this measure. The measure governing Z will 
be denoted Q. The left-hand side of (2.3) is rewritten in terms of the auxiliary 
process as 
i 
O[gG, s) f (Z,, A (0, ul+ dl ds, 
which by the shift-invariance of Q equals 
I q-g, (z-u, s)fGL At-u, ()l+dl ds. 
In this expression we change the order of integration (Q is a a-finite measure) and 
make the substitution t = h (-u, 0]+ s to obtain 
Q 
5 
g(Z- I,. t-At-u, O])f(Zo, tj dt 
= 
I 
f(x, r)+(g(j?,,, ?-a,, ))[(d.r) dr 
= 
I 
f(x, t)$,g\ x, r)[(dx) dt. 
Dropping the left-limit on the additive functional a is justified because the paths 
of A have only countably many jumps. Under our duality hypotheses these jumps 
will occur either at the same times as certain jumps of the process _J? (the purely 
discontinuous QLC part of A behaves thi$ way) or at those times when 2 enters 
a certain semipolar set (for those jumps belonging to the natural part of A) (see 
Sharpe [l 11). Because 5 is excessive for _$ any feature that of the paths which 
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occurs only countably often is p’-as. absent at a fixed time (see [7, (1.4)]). Therefore 
a is ?-a.e. continuous any fixed time. 
Remark. A stronger result holds in a special case for space-time processes (X, T), 
where T is uniform motion to the right on the real line. If X and 2 are in duality 
relative to 5 and have a ‘dual density’ i.e., a .%(R)@%‘@%-measurable function 
p( t, x, y) satisfying the Chapman-Kolmogorov identity for densities and 
P”(Xt E dy) = ~0, x, yMdy) 
PY(&dx) =p(t, x, y)t(dx), 
then (X, T) and (2, -T) are in actual duality relative to txdt [3], lo]. 
In Section 1 we dealt with the time reversal of the vector process X = (X, I) from 
its last exit time 
7, = sup(s: 1, E [O, t.J}. 
When X starting at (b, 0) is reversed from T! the resulting process J@ behaves like 
Ig under fib,’ but killed when it reaches (b, 0). According to time reversal results _ 
of [9] and [lo], X and X are in weak duality relative to the measure q = E,,,,)) U 
where F( M, is unit mass at (b, 0) and U denotes the potential operator for X. We 
now compute this measure under the assumption that I is normalized by 
x 
E’ e ’ dl, = E‘(e ‘I,). 
+ 1 ,Jb)E” J 1 ,, ( X, ) 1 ,< ( I, ) d s. (1 
The first term, evaluated in terms of the exit system (*kp. I) for ,$I. becomes 
p ’ I (5 
K 
1 ,,( 1,)“E” 1 ..,(X,,, du, dl, j 0 II 
\ 
= -* E b 1 ,,* ( X,, j d u 1 B(S) ds, 
(2.3) 
(2.5) 
using a -,tandard time change ([l , V.2.2]). The second term vanishes if the amount 
01’ time X spcc~ds in b has Lebesgue measure 0; otherwise, the subordinator 7 has 
a strictI;: positive drift. component yt. (The constant y was called by Ito the ‘delay 
coefficient of X at h’.) It is not hard to see that the second term equals ‘yh (23) - 1 ,.I( b). 
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where A-is Lebesgue measure restricted to [0, w). This shows that 
q=(y-~+~)Xh on %@%I(R), 
where, from (2.5) and the fact [4] that under (2.4) the characteristic measure n r\f 
the point process of excursions from b is given by 
n = kR(*Pb) on (0, so), 
we have 
(I 
R 
> (I 
R 
v(A) =*Eh lA(XLc) du = n 
0 (I 
Since ii = pn, we have also 
v(A) = n^ LAX,,) du. 
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